Case Study: Government

Governor George Deukmejian Courthouse,
Long Beach, California, USA
Biamp Systems Provides Fail-Safe Audio Across Landmark California Courthouse

Modern courthouses are changing as judicial facilities continue to embrace impressive
architectural features while incorporating welcoming, yet secure, design and cutting edge
technology. A perfect example is the Governor George Deukmejian Courthouse, located in
Long Beach, California which embarked on an ambitious construction project to create a
safe facility that improved proceedings and better served the community.

We needed a system that could provide reliable
audio data delivery...while respecting the acoustics of
the design materials installed throughout the building.
We knew from experience that Biamp equipment

could easily handle the scope and customization
levels that we required.
-Frank Vass, Manager of Engineering
ExhibitOne Corporation
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THE CHALLENGE
Notorious for its long lines, overcrowded waiting rooms, and general inefficiencies, the
55-year-old facility was considered one of the most outdated and unsafe judicial facilities in
the country. In addition to being rundown, there were concerns ranging from seismic safety
to faulty escalators. Given the building’s space limitations, inmates often crossed paths with
case judges in public hallways — causing additional safety concerns. The State of California
worked with the private consortium – Long Beach Judicial Partners LLC – to build and
manage the facilities for this first-of-its-kind project. The result is an entirely new facility
that meets the needs of the Long Beach community, as well as providing a judicial center
serving the 5,000 people who use the courthouse every day.
“The city of Long Beach was in dire need of a new courthouse that would use best-ofclass technology, forward-thinking design concepts, and eye-catching materials to create a
modernized environment that both served the needs of the justice system and the citizens
of California,” said Frank Vass, Manager of Engineering for ExhibitOne Corporation, the
system integrator responsible for this project. “This meant rethinking the entire space,
from the traffic flow of citizens waiting to appear in court to ensuring that side-by-side
courtrooms were sufficiently sequestered in order to maintain the environment required
during court proceedings.”

We’ve been using Biamp products in courtroom
environments for many years and it’s an added
benefit to know we can adjust the system on-the-fly to
counter any challenge — either technical or structural.
-Frank Vass, Manager of Engineering
ExhibitOne Corporation
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SOLUTION
With many new design materials making their way into contemporary construction
projects, ensuring flawless AV delivery meant creating an audio solution that addressed the
complexities resulting from spaces of varying size, configuration and use. Within the new
$347 million Governor George Deukmejian Courthouse, ExhibitOne needed to ensure that
every audio and video system implemented across the 531,000-square-foot building would
produce the results required for a zero-failure installation. This meant selecting missioncritical systems and components for use across 31 courtrooms, the facility’s jury assembly
space, and for the courtroom’s audio/video equipment room. Furthermore, the courthouse
required portable videoconferencing capabilities in order to rapidly facilitate offsite visual
communications, plus the ability to extend paging across the entire building when needed.
To ensure robust audio capabilities across the building, ExhibitOne turned to Biamp
Systems’ portfolio of digital signal processing (DSP)-based commercial audio solutions.
Using a combination of the company’s award-winning Tesira® and Audia® digital audio
platforms, the integrator was able to successfully provide high-quality audio capabilities to
a variety of areas, from judicial conference rooms to the jury assembly room and more.
“The sheer size of the courthouse’s audio system made it an extremely unique installation,”
shared Vass. “We needed a system that could provide reliable audio data delivery — even
in an overflow capacity — while respecting the acoustics of the design materials installed
throughout the building. We knew from experience that Biamp equipment could easily
handle the scope and customization levels that we required. The flexibility, power, and
reliability of the Tesira-Audia combined solution allowed us to satisfy each technical
requirement, while giving us the ability to adjust the system easily as changes to the system
requirements came up. The Biamp sales and support staff were instrumental in completing this
massive project on time — I applaud the incredible dedication they have for their partnerships.”

SYSTEM SPECIFICS

COMPONENTS:
TESIRA
(1) Tesira SERVER-IO
• (1) AVB-1 Card
• (1) SCM-1 Card
• (1) SIC-4 Card
• (1) SEC-4 Card
• (4) SOC-4 Cards
• (1) SVC-2 Card

AUDIA
(1) Tesira SERVER-IO
(1) Tesira SERVER-IO
• (1) AVB-1 Card
• (1) AVB-1 Card
• (1) SCM-1 Card
• (1) SCM-1 Card
• (7) SEC-4 Cards
• (2) SOC-4 Cards
• (3) SOC-4 Cards
• (1) STC-2 Card

(1) AudiaFLEX CM
(5) AudiaEXPI-4
(1) AudiaEXPO-4
(4) AudiaEXPI/O-2
(2) NPS-1

A Tesira SERVER-IO provided the backbone for every courtroom audio system while
ExhibitOne installed AudiaEXPI/O-2 devices providing staff members with the ability
to interconnect with four portable video teleconferencing carts. The jury assembly
space also features an NPS-1 to satisfy the room’s paging requirements.
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QUALITY MATERIALS AND STRONG DESIGN BENEFIT THE COMMUNITY
Opening in September 2013, the facility is the first major new courthouse built in the state
of California in more than 40 years. This new facility provides 416,000 square feet for the
31 separate courts, plus another 115,000 square feet for county justice agencies and retail
space, for a total of 531,000 square feet of efficiency and design. Winner of the 2014 Los
Angeles Business Journal’s Commercial Real Estate Project of the Year, the building also
features a large window-filled atrium, exterior courtyard, and glass walls to give the interior
a more spacious, luminous feel.
“Within large-scale installations, the greatest thing about Biamp’s Tesira remains its ability
to provide all three protocols within a single chassis. This provides enormous flexibility
in the new courthouse with the added bonus of inherent future proofing for the client,”
continued Vass. “We’ve been using Biamp products in courtroom environments for many
years and it’s an added benefit to know we can adjust the system on-the-fly to counter any
challenge — either technical or structural. The client is extremely pleased with the results;
the sound quality and reliability of the system have been impeccable.”

ABOUT BIAMP SYSTEMS
Biamp Systems is a leading provider of innovative, networked media systems that power the
world’s most sophisticated audio/video installations. The company is recognized worldwide
for delivering high-quality products and backing each product with a commitment to
exceptional customer service.
The award-winning Biamp product suite includes the Tesira® media system for digital audio
networking, Audia® Digital Audio Platform, Nexia® digital signal processors, Sona™ AEC
technology and Vocia® Networked Public Address and Voice Evacuation System. Each
has its own specific feature set that can be customized and integrated in a wide range of
applications, including corporate boardrooms, conference centers, performing arts venues,
courtrooms, hospitals, transportation hubs, campuses and multi-building facilities.
Founded in 1976, Biamp is headquartered in Beaverton, Oregon, USA, with additional
engineering operations in Rochester, New York, USA and Brisbane, Australia. For more
information on Biamp, please visit www.biamp.com.
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